Finite smoothness of the Anosov splitting implies C°° .
Corollary 4. If n > 2 then ^-bunched symplectic Anosov systems with Cn Anosov splitting have C°° Anosov splitting. Proof. For symplectic Anosov systems p~ ' = i/<. D Fact. [Kl] A y-pinched Riemannian metric (where A < sectional curvature < y A for some A < 0 ) has 2,/y-bunched Anosov geodesic flow.
Corollary 5. Kanai 's theorem [K] holds with a C3 hypothesis.
Corollary 6. If n > 2 then £ -pinched Riemannian metrics with C" horospheric foliations are isodynamic to a locally symmetric metric. Proof. By Corollary 4 this follows from the fact [BFL, F, FK, K] that metrics with C°° horospheric foliations are isodynamic to a locally symmetric metric. D Proof. Eu, Es are tangent to foliations Wu, Ws with smooth leaves. Around p e M introduce local C°° coordinates y/p: q y-^ (x, y) e RJ &R1 (continuous in p in the C°°-topology) so that q e JVu(p) <s> y/p(q) = (x, 0) and q e Ws(p) ■& ij/p(q) = (0, v) =: Vo e {0} © Rl (for these coordinates and for flows refer to [H] ). Identify Eu(q) via Dgi//P with an affine subspace 7s"(yo) of R-' © R' containing y0 . Since Eu(0) = W © {0} and by continuity, Eu(y0) is, after parallel translation, the graph of a linear map E(yo) : Rj -y R' or the image of (J ,) ■ R7 ->• R; ©R', where 7 is the identity of Rj. Eu(fq) is, via y/fp , the image of (E'y¡)) ■ Rj -* Rj © R', which since Eu(fq) = DqfEu(q) and Dqf is (by invariance of Ws(p)) lower block triangular in local coordinates, coincides with that of D«f { E(vo) j = ( by] cyo ) U(vo) J = { byo + acy0E(yo whence, by reparametrizing the preimage by a~x , ( 1 ) E(yx) = Cy0E(yo)a-x + by0a~x.
Denote by C* the space of functions that are uniformly Ck along stable leaves. We now show that if k > «, E e Ck , and suppeA/ vxpx~xp" < 1, then E(-) e Ck+X . Differentiating (1) k times yields Since \\Cp"-x\\ < Cp~m , \\Ap"-x\\ < Cv™ and \\Fpm\\ < Cpkm , we have OO DkE(p) = YíCp¡:f,pF¿-xA'p. i=0 \\DZCP-X\\ < Cip.-1, \\DzAp-x\\ < Civ[, and \\DZF¿-X\\ < Cipkl by the product rule, so derivatives of the terms of the above series have a convergent sum (uniformly in p by exponential convergence) and E e Ck+X . Inductively E e Cf° . By a result of Journé [J] the fact that Ws and Wu are two continuous transverse foliations with uniformly smooth leaves implies that Q50 n Q° = C°° . Thus E e C°° . D Proof of Corollary 2. If dimM = 2 see [HK] , otherwise \\C'pFp^x A'p\\ < Ce~"
and Dz\\CpFp~xA'p\\ < Cie~ei for k > 2, p e M, and the above argument applies. D Proof of Corollary 3. \\CpFpi-xA'p\\ < Ce~ei and Dz\\Cj,F¿-lAÍ,\\ < Cie~ei for k>n-l,peM, and appropriate e > 0. D
